ABSTRACT

The title of this thesis is *An Analysis of Code Hero Robert Jordan & Santiago in For Whom The Bell Tolls and The Old Man & The Sea*. The writer analyses this thesis in order to find out the code hero of Robert Jordan & Santiago in Hemingway’s novels. Both are the main protagonist characters and they have strong code hero. Basically, most characters in the Hemingway’s works show the code hero who have courage, honor, bravery, adventuresome and endurance. Hemingway is a giant of modern literature. He has won *Pulitzer Prize* in 1953 and *Nobel Prize* in 1954. He has written many novels and short stories started from *Three Stories & Ten Poems* (1923) until after his death, *The Nick Adams Stories* (1972). In his novel, he always tells about heroic, which reflected in some professions such as soldiers, bullfighters, fisherman, etc. Therefore, the writer takes this topic as her thesis. This thesis uses a qualitative descriptive method because it analyzes the moral values in the code hero of the main and protagonist characters and it is a written words or verbal expression from the characters and their behaviors. This research describes the code hero based on the situations and conditions of the characters. The writer also uses the primary data, which consist of two novels *For Whom the Bell Tolls and The Old Man & The Sea* and takes secondary data such as references from some libraries and Internet. The writer uses the moral analysis to find the moral messages behind the code hero of the main characters. She researches the characters related to the Hemingway’s code hero, which consist of five principles: courage, honor, pride, dignity and endurance especially facing the death. She also finds the similarities and the differences between the two novels. In brief, the writer wishes that the code hero would give the advantages for all the readers.
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